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abstract: McDonald created a global advisory council which is entrusted with the duty of providing
recommendations on nutrition. McDonald s has spearheaded a program to introduce healthy food
for some customers. Customers can select hamburgers or salads depending upon their needs and
requirements. Additionally, apples can be selected for children when parents purchase Happy Meals.
McDonald s products are filled with nutritional information which offers better choices and
autonomy to customers. McDonald s aggressive business strategy is based upon the premise that its
restaurants should be located at strategic locations. Burger King s management is dynamic
because it always seeks to utilize the power of new media as a means of ensuring that
organizational targets are attained in an effectual manner. Burger King has strived to harness the
power of social media to launch new products, track customer feedback, and respond to
complaints. Burger King is also successful because of its innovative products like its...
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It is really simplified but shocks in the 50 percent of the pdf. I found out this pdf from my i and dad
recommended this publication to learn.
-- Zetta  Ar m str ong  III--  Zetta  Ar m str ong  III

I just started o  looking over this ebook. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge Its been developed in an remarkably simple way in fact it is
simply after i finished reading through this book where basically modified me, modify the way i believe.
-- Josie K och IV-- Josie K och IV
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